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To everyone with a voice that has been too afraid of releasing your sound……..This is for you.
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The Fly on the Wall

Right on schedule you enter your room
Flop on the bed
Place your hand to head
An encouraging song you begin to sing
Only five seconds in and your phone begins to ring
I see that you’re frustrated and have taken all that you can take
You muster up a smile yet your happiness is up for debate
You desperately attempt to hold it together
For public opinion sake
If only they knew what I do
Would they accept your truth?
You offer others a plate of freedom
Yet you're tormented by the demons of your youth

Terrified to free-fall
You must be in control
Manipulating others to prove their loyalty
As if they're tossing change at a toll
Secretly you question and ask God, "Why me?"
He responds, "You chose this, this is not who I destined you to be."

Nightly you fall to your knees
Face damped from tears
You're tired of the facade
You've been playing it for years
The ones that have been ordained to help
You push them away

It hurts you to see them leave
It hurts them more to stay

Your internal hurt you keep hidden
So no one will know
But it's louder than the trumpet
That Louis Armstrong used to blow
My perspective is never known
I'm as insignificant as they come
I don't get paid much attention
Yet I know the truth in which you’re from
You’ve got pulled in to believing your own hype
You’ve always prided yourself for not being that type
I have no one to tell
If I did no one would believe me because of my position
Yet I have the greatest perspective when it comes to your heart condition
Your secrets are safe with me

Counter Clockwise

12 places in the world that I've always wanted to visit
Looking at my money
Thoughts telling me to dismiss it

11 vantage points when I'm making vital decisions
Reality gets lost
So I exist within my visions

10 hours a day gets devoted to my job
My paystub has a lot in common
With the definition of rob

9 feelings that I possess that I'm too afraid to show
Like searching for water in a desert
That place of isolation is no go

8 events that I've encountered that has shaped the course of my life
Even in my moments of clarity
It's a struggle to do what's right

7 days of the week I am inspired by the journey of others
Their strength becomes my motivation
Persistence is the key

To reach my final destination

6 years in a place that I was passionately devoted
I lost some things in the process
But I learned to be promoted

5 moments I wish I could live again
I would cherish them more dearly
Knowing that every season has an appointed end

4 people that can immediately put a smile on my face with just a mention of their names
Rose Mary, Lorene, Marion and finally James
I was blessed to know you
You live forever in my heart
Memories keep us close
Even though we're far apart
3 scriptures I recite to myself when my life doesn't seem to be going in the right direction
The Word redirects my focus
Understanding that it's for my protection

2 teachers saw in me what I didn't see in myself
They were captivated by my potential
Knowing that my legacy would equate to more than just wealth

1 heartbeat that ended too soon
1 life I often think about when I'm alone in my room

What would you have been like?
What would have been the color of your eyes?
Would I have wanted to know the sex?
Would I have wanted it to be a surprise?
Nothing in life can be repeated
Even if time were to travel
Counter clockwise

Consciously Speaking

Disrespect intellect
Exalt degradation
Brutalize purity
Applaud fornication
Who out there will stand on the truth?
The motherland is filled with gold
Yours is plated on your tooth

Ring the bell
Rise and see
Our diminished history
Text book filled with lies
Like slavery was a case of serendipity

Millionaires are made from the sweat of an Indonesian child

*

Personal Space is a collection of poetry that captures the undeniable passion of
Alicia Hall's voice on subjects ranging from love, politics, forgiveness, the power of
believing in self and much more. From the extreme honesty of Consciously Speaking
to the immense vulnerability of I Apologize. Personal Space will touch hearts as well
as challenge all who reads take a genuine assessment of self. Poetic, powerful and
sincere, this book will leave you encouraged and empowered to do the impossible.
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